Question n.
1

2

Tender N.42005 For Supply of Second hand Ballast Bogie Hopper Wagons (“Wagons”) for Israel Railways Ltd. (“Tender”)
section
Questions
Answers
Technical specifications
Faccs wagons are specified for 80 tons ( 23 tare + 57 load)
1
No
? Is this a disqualifying factor ?

General

Can we offer alternative wagons with superior
characteristics ? ( Note : these wagons meet the basics
requirements of the tender while offering many
advanced characteristics in terms of noise, dust emissions
while unloarding ballast and much greater efficiency in
the process of "spreading" ballast ; which therefore
rapidly offsets higher initial costs, even in a
used+overhauled condition )
we have from the 80th size 12.74 lengthXunder frame
11.5 dist 7.5 axel 20 tons. weight 80 ton. we have no ISR
we do not have TSI. As for speed- our standard is Faccs
without SS.As for handle- 15 kg is impossible
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general
general
general
general
2

size 12.74 lengthXunder frame 11.5 dist 7.5
axel 20 tons weight 80 ton
we have no ISR
we do not have TSI

speed

our standard is Faccs without SS

handle

15 kg is impossible

YES

See detaIls below

YES
YES
The question is not clear
YES
According to TS M-04-206-2020
5.1 Operating Speed:
The wagons shall be able to run unrestricted in "S" traffic (100 km/h
operating speed) according to UIC 432 OR fully loaded, or where the axle
loads of the most heavily loaded bogie may not exceed 22.5 ton and "SS"
traffic (120 km/h operating speed) in empty condition.
Please declar the maximum force to operate
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8Hopper
Wagon
Is it possible to offer wagons with equivalent systems?
Technical
For example, in the technical specifications there is a
Specificati
requirement for KNORR (compny) brakes.
on M-04206 2020
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7Hopper
Wagon
Technical Is there a requirement for the Y25 bogie or can an
Specificati equivalent be offered?
on M-04206 2020
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4.1 - in
Hopper
Wagon
Technical the requirements involve only 1435mm or also 1520mm
Specificati standard?
on M-04206 2020

Question n.

Section

Questions

No, KNORR system is obligatory

No,Y25 bogie is obligatory

Only 1435 mm standard gauge is required

Answers
General Terms and Conditions

1

2

3

4

13.2

Our company already cooperate with another company
in the rail field in Israel ; currently supplying together
bogie overhaul (parts and labour) for the Jersualem Tram,
under the form of direct sale to Israeli tram
operator/maintainer : is such single supplier scheme a
mandatory requirement for the Tender ?

1.Experience in tram field is not relevant.
2. single supplier is not a mandatory requirement for the Tender

Can you give an indication of total number of wagons
required? The spec only states the Bidder should have at
least 15

At the moment, ISR intends to Purchase fifteen (15) Wagons.
Additionally, during the Agreement Period and/or the Optional Period,
ISR, at its sole discretion, shall have the option to purchase from the
Supplier additional Wagons

Would you consider buying HXA wagons and modifying /
converting them to meet your full specifications?

Only wagons that complied with TS M-04-206-2020 are required

Subject to an order close to the full fleet of 110 wagons –
our company may consider undertaking the relevant
conversion as part of the sale, subject to additional
agreed time for this. Is this something you may also
consider?

At the moment, ISR does not intend to purchase a full fleet of 110
wagons- only fifteen (15) Wagons. Additional purchase of wagongs is an
option,during the Agreement Period and/or the Optional Period, as per
ISR sole discretion.

